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Foreword

L’esprit n’use de sa faculté créatrice que quand
l’expérience lui en impose la nécessité.

Henri Poincaré

The tremendous challenges that are faced by humanity as the 21st century unfolds
itself require a multidisciplinary approach. Now, more than ever before, the need
for exploring our creative capacities to solve relevant problems for society is crucial
for our very survival. However, this can only be done by a cross-cultural and
multidisciplinary networking effort.

Having a group of scientists from different areas networking and exchanging
experiences in a vibrant environment requires the correct environment. One can
safely say that such environment came about in the two opportunities connected to
the present volume of papers, namely in Berkeley, at the University of California,
during the month of March 2014, and in Madrid, at the Universidad Nacional de
Educatión a Distancia (UNED), during the month of June 2016.

In the first occasion, during the Seventh Berkeley Bioeconomy Conference, the
ideal environment of the San Francisco Bay Area, with its sunny days and foggy
afternoons, conjoined with the highly inquisitive and revolutionary tradition of the
Cal Berkeley Campus had as its central theme “Biofuels as part of a sustainable
strategy”. In this occasion, an array of leading experts under the coordination of
David Zilberman tackled topics ranging from global biofuel investments to the
future of Brazilian biofuels, passing through extreme weather, biotechnology and
agricultural productivity. In the present volume, the paper “Simulation and
Advanced Control of the Continuous Biodiesel Production Process” by Brásio et al.
and “Myopia of Governments and Optimality of Irreversible Pollution
Accumulation” by Policardo are good examples of a quantitative follow-up of the
conference themes. The paper by Mendes et al. deals with modelling by differential
equations the kinetic separation of hexane isomers when they flow through a
packed bed containing the micro-porous Metal-Organic Framework (MOF) ZIF-8
adsorbent. It is shown that a proper combination of two characteristic times can lead
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to very different dynamics of fixed bed adsorbers wherein a limiting case can give
rise to a spontaneous breakthrough curve of solutes.

In the second occasion, in the quiet Madrileño Summer and under the auspices
of the UNED, we had the “4th International Conference on Dynamics, Games and
Science” with the key topic being decision models in a complex economy. Here,
under the warm hospitality of our Spanish colleagues, I was pleased to witness a
broad plethora of distinguished speakers discussing topics ranging from human
decisions, from a game theoretical viewpoint, to the simulation of energy demand
and efficiency and passing through swarms of interacting agents in random envi-
ronments. The remaining papers that can be found in the present volume are in a
certain sense a written testimony of such diversity and effusiveness of interactions.
For instance, the article by dos Santos et al. studies the influence of human mobility
of dengue’s transmission in the state of Rio de Janeiro from a statistical viewpoint.
Still within the area of statistics, but from a broad theoretical perspective, the chapter
by Casaca discusses prior information in Bayesian linear multivariate regression.
The work of Nassif et al. presents a mathematical model for the tick life cycle based
on the McKendrick partial differential equation. The article of Balsa et al. proposes a
two-phase acceleration technique for the solution of symmetric and positive-definite
linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. The paper by Rüppel et al. presents a
constructive proof of the complete nonholonomy of the rolling ellipsoid. The two
articles by Lopes and collaborators deal with important theoretical aspects of
dynamical systems (such as the fat attractor) and quantum mechanics.

Summing up, the present volume displays a variety of works by leading
researchers in a broad range of subjects where mathematical models have a sub-
stantial role and impact in society.

Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
March 2017

Jorge P. Zubelli
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Inexact Subspace Iteration for the
Consecutive Solution of Linear Systems with
Changing Right-Hand Sides

Carlos Balsa, Michel Daydé, José M. L. M. Palma and Daniel Ruiz

Abstract We propose a two-phase acceleration technique for the solution of Sym-
metric and Positive Definite linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. In the first
phase we compute some partial spectral information related to the ill conditioned
part of the given coefficient matrix and, in the second phase, we use this information
to improve the convergence of the Conjugate Gradient algorithm. This approach is
adequate for large scale problems, like the simulation of time dependent differential
equations, where it is necessary to solve consecutively several linear systems with
the same coefficient matrix (or with matrices that present very close spectral prop-
erties) but with changing right-hand sides. To compute the spectral information, in
the first phase, we combine the block Conjugate Gradient algorithm with the Inexact
Subspace Iteration to build a purely iterative algorithm, that we call BlockCGSI. We
proceed to an inner-outer convergence analysis and we show that it is possible to
determine when to stop the inner iteration in order to achieve the targeted invariance
in the outer iteration. The spectral information is used in a second phase to remove the
effect of the smallest eigenvalues in two different ways: either by building a Spectral
Low Rank Update preconditioner, or by performing a deflation of the initial residual
in order to remove part of the solution corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues.

Keywords Inexact inverse iteration · Subspace iteration · Block conjugate
gradient · Chebyshev filtering polynomials · Spectral projector
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1 Introduction

We are interested in the computation of a near-invariant subspace associated with
the smallest eigenvalues of a given symmetric and positive definite matrix, with a
type of inexact subspace iteration method that exploits only matrix vector products.
To this end, we exploit an algorithm, called BlockCGSI, which combines the inverse
subspace iteration (SI), see [1] for instance, with a stabilized version of the block
Conjugate Gradient algorithm (blockCG) [2, 3] to solve iteratively the set of mul-
tiple linear systems in each inverse iteration. The implicit use of the inverse of the
coefficient matrix by means of an iterative solution (inner iteration), is suitable for
large scale problems, where traditionally the factorization of the matrix is difficult
to achieve, or when the matrix itself is not explicitly available. However, it also
introduces an error - when computing the approximate solutions - that may affect
the linear convergence of the inverse iteration (the outer iteration). The difficulty
is to find an appropriate stopping threshold for the iterative method (in the inner
iteration) that enables a suitable convergence of the inverse iteration and, if possible,
that minimizes the computational work.

The central part in this work is to propose a way to monitor effectively the con-
vergence of this inner-outer type of iterative scheme. We therefore analyze, from a
geometrical point of view, the convergence of the inverse subspace iteration com-
bined with the blockCG inner solver, and we derive an expression that relates the two
residual norms used in the two iteration levels. From this, we can extract a residual
measure for the blockCG that is directly linked with the convergence of the outer
process toward the desired eigenvectors, and propose a stopping threshold parameter
that minimizes the total amount of computational work to achieve some targeted
accuracy.

In Sect. 2, we recall some important properties of the subspace iteration and of the
inexact inverse iteration that are the basic components of the BlockCGSI algorithm.
We also introduce some algorithmic techniques to improve the method. In particular,
we exploit Chebyshev polynomials as a spectral filtering tool when building the
starting vectors, and we introduce the concept of “sliding window” as an algorithmic
feature for the computation of a near-invariant subspace of any dimension. Section3
is dedicated to the analysis of the convergence properties. In particular, we explain
how one should monitor the convergence of the blockCG in conjunction with the
global convergence of the inverse iteration. The study presented in Sect. 3 follows on
from our initial work on the monitoring of BlockCGSI presented in [4]. We finish the
analysis of the BlockCGSI algorithm in Sect. 4, with a review of its main algebraic
operations and computational costs.

The combination of the inverse subspace iterationwith the blockConjugateGradi-
ent (BlockCGSI algorithm) was initially exploited in the experimental study by [5],
and used to deflate the initial residual in consecutive runs of the CG algorithm.
This is of particular interest in the simulation of time dependent partial differential
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equations, where at each global iteration (or time step) there are several systems with
the same spectral properties to be solved.

Following this work, and to illustrate the effectiveness of the monitoring that we
propose, we devote the last two sections to some numerical simulations where we
first perform some partial spectral decomposition, and exploit this information to
improve the convergence in the iterative solution of the following linear systems.
In the case of Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrices, several solutions have
already been proposed to improve the convergence of Conjugate Gradient (CG) algo-
rithm (see [6], for instance). In Sect. 5, we highlight two of these techniques, namely
the deflation of the initial residual and the Spectral Low Rank Update (SLRU) pre-
conditioner [7]. Section6 is then concerned with the numerical results illustrating
the proposed monitoring strategy for the BlockCGSI Algorithm as well as the poten-
tial of the pre-computed spectral information to accelerate the convergence of the
Conjugate Gradient. We finish in Sect. 7 with some concluding remarks.

2 The Subspace (Inverse) Iteration

Subspace inverse iteration, or simply subspace iteration, is a generalization of the
inverse iteration, where a set of vectors is multiplied consecutively by the inverse o
a matrix instead of just one vector.

Consider the symmetric and positive definite matrices A and the matrix of the
wanted eigenvectors U = [u1, u2, . . . , us], where Au j = λ j u j , j = 1, . . . , s. Let Z
be a matrix whose columns generate a subspace of dimension s. If we multiply Z
successively by A−1 we will generate a sequence {A−k Z : k = 0, 1, 2, . . .} that con-
verges to U . Defining the error angle between the approximated subspace generated
by the columns of the matrix A−k Z and some specific eigenvector u j as

ϕ
(k)
j ≡ ∠(u j , A−k Z) ≡ min∠(u j , q) over q ∈ A−k Z , (1)

it is proved in [1, p. 333] that, under certain assumptions, each eigenvector u j , j ≤ s,
satisfies

tan
(
ϕ

(k)
j

)
≤

(
λ j

λs+1

)k

tan
(
ϕ

(0)
j

)
. (2)

Normally, after one (or several) multiplication by the matrix A−1, the column
vectors from the resulting matrix Q(k) = A−k Z are orthonormalized. This simplest
version of the subspace iteration is also called orthogonal iteration.

In order to get an optimal approximation to each individual eigenvector u j , using
all the information in the basis Q, the orthogonal iteration is normally followed
by the Ritz (or Rayleigh-Ritz) acceleration. The resulting Ritz values diag(Δ) =
δ1, . . . , δs and Ritz vectors V = [v1, v2, . . . , vs] are approximations to the eigenpairs
in A corresponding to the eigenvalues in the range ]0, λs ]. In [1, p. 334], it is indirectly
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proved that v(k)
j converges linearly to u j by proving that v(k)

j −→ q(k)
j at the same

asymptotic rate λ j/λs+1 that q(k)
j converges to v(k)

j .
By (2), we can see that the reduction of the error angle in the subspace iteration

is proportional to λ j/λs+1 instead of λs/λs+1 as it is the case in the inverse iteration.
This convergence property shows that if λ j is well separated from λs+1, we can have
a good estimation of the eigenvalue u j in a few number of inverse iterations. In some
cases, it can be useful to increase the block size s just to benefit from a better gap
between λ j and λs+1. This technique is also denoted as the use of “Guard Vectors”,
e.g. extra vectors that are incorporated just to increase the rate of convergence in (2).

Compared with other reliable Lanczos algorithms, the subspace iteration just
needs to store the current set of s approximated eigenvectors (Ritz Vectors). The
previous vectors of the Krylov sequence are discarded. This can be an important
advantage if we have to work with a lowmemory storage and with slow convergence.
The main difficulty in the subspace iteration is that we must set a priori the working
block size s. The block size defines the dimension of the targeted invariant subspace
and also, as we can verify by (2), the convergence rate. As we don’t know the
eigenvalue distribution, the chosen block size can lead to a very slow convergence
or, if the gap between the s wanted eigenvalues and the others is large, to a fast
convergence where only a few subspace iterations will be needed for convergence.
In this work we will also suggest a dynamical way to set up the block size s without
any information a priori about the spectrum of the matrix A.

In the subspace iteration the Ritz values δ j converge faster to their limit (the
eigenvalue λ j ) than the corresponding Ritz vectors v j to the eigenvector u j . This
means that one can have a converged Ritz value even if the corresponding Ritz
vector is far from the wanted eigenvector. We can determine how close a Ritz vector
v j is close from the corresponding eigenvector u j through the following error angle
measure given by [1]

| sin∠(v j , u j )| ≤ ||Av j − δ j v j ||2
gap

, (3)

where gap = min{|λ j−1 − λ j |, |λ j − λ j+1|}. In practice we can not use (3) to mon-
itor the convergence because the gap is unknown, but when the Ritz values have
converged, we can use the δ j ’s to approximate the gap and thus obtain a computable
estimate of the error angle. However, for clustered eigenvalues, the spectral residual
can be a bad measure because v j can approximate another eigenvector different from
u j , and the formula (3) will not be reliable (see [1]). The error measure (3) also
indicate that the angle between a Ritz vector v j and the corresponding eigenvalue u j

is directly proportional to the invariance measure ||Av j − δ j v j ||2.
In each subspace iteration a linear system with s right-hand sides is solved either

by factorizing the coefficient matriz A or with an iterative solver. If it is solved
iteratively, the error introduced by the inexact solution of the linear system may
affect the convergence rate of the subspace iteration given by (2). The difficulty
is to find an appropriate stopping threshold for the iterative method that enables
a suitable convergence of the inverse iteration and, if possible, that minimizes the
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global computational work. In the next section we proceed to an overview of the
main ideas about this problematic in the case of working with a single vector (block
size reduced to one), in which case the process is called inexact inverse iteration.

2.1 The Inexact Inverse Iteration

In the inverse iteration (subspace iterationwith block size s = 1), the system of linear
equation is traditionally solved through the factorization of the matrix A. This can be
expensive or impractical if A has large dimension. Alternatively, we can solve these
systemsbyan iterativemethod. Iterativemethods are attractive in large scale problems
because they requiremodestmemory storage and the coefficientmatrix does not need
to be known explicitly, but just the result of it multiplication with any vector.

The inexact inverse iteration (see for instance [8]) includes two levels of iterations.
One is the outer iteration, and corresponds to the main loop of the inverse iteration.
The other is the inner iteration and corresponds to the iterative solution of the linear
system in each outer iteration. The convergence of inexact inverse iteration is not yet
perfectly well understood in all details, but has nevertheless been analyzed in several
recentcontributions.InthisSection,wepresentashortsurveyofthemainideasexposed
in some of these papers.

In [8, 9], for instance, it is proved that inexact inverse iterationcanconverge linearly
at the same rate as the exact case even if the system is not solved accurately, and it is
given some practical ways to choose the inner stopping threshold.

More recently in [10], a general convergence analysis of the correlation between
the convergence rate and the threshold parameter is shown. It is proved that with some
specific error measure, that if the threshold parameter is larger or equal to the ratio
between the two smallest eigenvalues, the inexact inverse iteration converges linearly
with a convergence rate directly given by the threshold parameter.

In[11], it isprovedthat it isworthcontinuingtheinnerloopuntil thenormofthesolu-
tionvector stagnates.Thegrowthof this norm is indeeddirectly linked to the reduction
theeigenvalueresidualnormin the inverse iteration.Consequently, theauthorssuggest
a stopping criterion for the inner iteration based on the observation of the stagnation
of the normof approximate solution. Following this recommendation it is highlighted
in [12] that this strategy is quite sensitive to the choice of the tolerance that measures
this stagnation, as opposed to a strategy based on the measure of the standard relative
residual of the system.

Similarly, thecombinationof theJacobi–Davidsonmethodwith theConjugateGra-
dient method as the inner solver has also been studied in [13]. It is established, from
an analytical point of view, a relation between the reduction of the inner residual norm
and the convergence of the outer process that allows an optimal stopping criterion for
the inner iteration.

In most of these inexact inverse iteration analysis, the monitoring of the spectral
error, in the outer iteration, is performed through some type of invariance measure of
the approximated eigenvector v1, like for instance
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||Av1 − δ1v1||2 ≤ ε, (4)

where δ1 is an approximation to the eigenvalue corresponding to v1, like for instance
the correspondingRitz value. By Eq. (3) we know that thismeasure enables to control
indirectly the error angle between v1 from the corresponding eigenvectoru1.Note also
that if v1 is not orthonormalized the error measure (4) must be divided by ||v1||2.

2.2 TheBlockCGSIAlgorithm

In this section, we present and detail partly the BlockCGSI algorithm (Algorithm 1)
used tocomputeanM-orthonormalbasis, representedbymatrixW , ofanear-invariant
subspaceassociatedwith thesmallesteigenvalues in thepreconditionedmatrixM−1 A,
where M and A are both symmetric and positive definite. If this eigenspace incorpo-
rates, for instance,all theeigenvaluesofM−1 A in therange ]0, μ[,wecanexpect,when
using it laterasasecond levelofpreconditioning, that theconditionnumberof thecoef-
ficientmatrixwillbereducedtoaboutκ = λmax/μ(whereλmax is thelargesteigenvalue
in M−1A). In Algorithm 1, λmax and μ are considered as input parameters. However
there is no specific need to knowexactly the largest eigenvalue, and someupper bound
on λmax is sufficient, provided it gives some rough estimation of the actual 2-norm of
M−1A. In our experiments, we simply set λmax = 1.

Anotherinputconcernsthechoiceoftheblocksizes thatdefinesthedimensionofthe
working subspace at each inverse iteration. In the basic versionof the inverse subspace
algorithm, this also sets the number of approximated eigenvalues and eigenvectors at
the end. Finally, it also gives the number of right-hand sides and solution vectors of the
multiple linear systems solved by the blockCGalgorithmat each inverse iteration, and
therefore the amount of memory required as working space.

As a starting point, the algorithm requires the generation of an M-orthonormal
matrix W of dimension s; the closer are these column vectors to the targeted near-
invariant subspace, the faster theconvergenceof the inverse iterationwillbe.Thescope
of steps 1 to 4, in Algorithm 1, is to generate an initial M-orthonormal set V (0) of s
vectors with eigencomponents corresponding to eigenvalues in the range [μ f , λmax]
below some predetermined value ξ � 1 (denoted as the filtering level). This filtering
technique is based on Chebyshev polynomials (step 3) and is detailed in Sect. 2.4.

Aswehave seen, the essenceof the inverse subspace iteration is the orthogonal iter-
ation. It consists in multiplying a set of vectors by A−1M and M-orthonormalizing it
in turn. If W (k−1) (initially empty) contains the set of vectors that have already con-
verged at inverse iteration (k − 1), the current subspace Q(k), in step iii, should con-
verge gradually to a near-invariant subspace that isM-orthogonal to W (k−1). In step i,
themultiplicationby A−1M isperformedimplicitly throughtheiterativesolutionofthe
system M−1AZ (k) = V (k−1) via the blockCG solver. In order to reduce the computa-
tionalcosts, thissystemissolvedwithanaccuracydeterminedbytheresidual threshold
ε. The appropriate choice of ε is detailed in Sect. 3.3.
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Algorithm 1: BlockCGSI with SlidingWindow

Inputs: A, M = RT R ∈ IRn×n, μ, λmax ∈ IR, s ∈ IN
Output: a near-invariant subspace W associated with all eigenvalues of

M−1A in the range ]0, μ]
Begin

Generate the initial subspace (with filtering)
1. Z (0) =RANDOM(n, s)

2. V (0) = Z (0)	 such that V (0)T
V (0) = Is×s

3. Q(0)=Chebyshev-Filter(V (0), ξ, [μ f , λmax], A, R)

4. V (0) = R−1Q(0)	 such that V (0)T
MV (0) = Is×s

5. W (0) = empty
6. For k = 1, ..., until converge Do:

Orthogonal iteration
i. Solve M−1 AZ (k) = V (k−1) with BlockCG

ii. P(k) = Z (k) − W (k−1)W (k−1)T
M Z (k)

iii. Q(k)	k = P(k) such that Q(k)T
M Q(k) = Is×s

iv. Q(k) = [W (k−1) Q(k)]

Ritz acceleration

v. βk = Q(k)T
AQ(k)

vi. Diagonalize βk = UkΔkU T
k

where U T
k = U−1

k
and Δk =Diag(δ1, ..., δp+s) (Ritz Values)

vii. V (k) = Q(k)Uk (Ritz Vectors)

“Sliding window”
viii. W (k) =converged columns of V (k)

ix. V (k) =non-converged columns of V (k)

x. (n, p) =size(W (k))

xi. Update the computational window (V (k))

xii. (n, s) =size(V (k))

7. EndDo
End

In step ii, the approximate solution vectors Z (k) are then projected onto the orthog-
onal complement of the converged vectors W (k−1), in order to remove the influence of
eigencomponents associated with the already converged eigenvalues. The set of pro-
jected vectors P (k) is then M-orthonormalized (step iii), and gathered together with
W (k−1) in thematrix Q(k).
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The orthogonal iteration is followed by the Ritz acceleration (steps v to vii). The
spectral informationcontainedinQ(k) is thusredistributedinthecolumnvectorsofV (k)

thatwill contain separatelybetter approximationsof each individual eigenvector in the
targetedinvariantsubspace.StepsvandvigivetheRitzvaluesdiag(Δ) = δ1, . . . , δp+s

ranged in increasing order, where p is the dimension of W (k−1), i.e. the number of
converged vectors in the inverse iteration (k − 1), and s is the current block size. The
Ritz values andRitz vectorsV = [v1, v2, . . . , vp, . . . , vp+s] are approximations to the
eigenpairs in M−1 A corresponding to the eigenvalues in the range ]0, λp+s ]. The con-
vergence rate of each individual non-convergedRitz vector is thenof orderλi /λp+s+1,
with p + 1 ≤ i ≤ p + s.

The endof theBlockCGSI algorithmconsists in testing the convergence andupdat-
ing the computational window. In step viii, all the Ritz vectors that are considered as
near-invariant, with respect to the given accuracy, are assigned to W (k). More details
about the monitoring of the convergence are given in Sect. 3.1. Step xi consists in the
updateof the current set of vectorsV (k). This algorithmic issue in theBlockCGSIalgo-
rithm is denoted as “sliding window” and detailed in Sect. 2.5.

2.3 Improvements of theBlockCGSIAlgorithm

In this section, we describe briefly the two techniques incorporated in the BlockCGSI
algorithm to improve the convergence: theChebyshevbasedfiltering technique at step
3 and the “sliding window” at step xi in Algorithm 1.

2.4 ChebyshevBasedFilteringTechnique

The purpose of the Chebyshev based filtering technique is to bring the randomly
generatedsetof s startingvectorscloser to theeigenvectorscorresponding tos smallest
eigenvalues. Chebyshev polynomials in M−1 A are used to damp the eigenfrequencies
associatedwithall theeigenvalues in therange [μ f , λmax ], in thesensethat thoseeigen-
components associated to all eigenvalues in this range are reduced to about 0, and the
other ones are left close to their original value. We summarize here the outline of this
technique, and for details, we refer to [6].

IntheBlockCGSIalgorithm,theapplicationoftheChebyshevpolynomial inM−1 A
to the set of starting vectors V is denoted as

Q = Chebyshev-Filter(V, ξ, [μ f , λmax], A, R),

with M = RT R. This step can also be expressed formally by

Q = Fm(M−1A)V,
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whereFm is a polynomial function of degreem given by

Fm(λ) = Tm(w(λ))

Tm(w(0))
,

with Tm the usual Chebyshev polynomial of degreem andw(λ) themapping function
that bringsμ f to 1 and λmax to−1.

After the filtering process, the vectors q j = Fm(M−1A)v j will have eigencompo-
nents equal toFm(λl)ζ j , with ζ j = 〈v j , ul〉, l = 1, . . . , n, and

Fm(λl) ∈
{

[−ξ, ξ ] if λl ∈ [μ f , λmax]
[ξ, 1] if λl ∈]0, μ f [,

where ξ , the filtering level, is chosen a priori much lower than 1 in order to make the
eigencomponents corresponding to the eigenvalues in the range [μ f , λmax] close to 0.

TheChebyshevpolynomialTm iscomputedimplicitlybyarecurrenceformulafrom
the two previous values Tm−1 and Tm−2 (m ≥ 2). At each update, it requires that a set
of s vectors bemultiplied by M−1A. For given values ofμ f , λmax and ξ , the degreem
depends on the ratio λmax/μ f and is inversely proportional to ξ .

The reasonbehind theuseof theseChebyshevfilters at the startingpoint is toput the
inversesubspaceiterationinthesituationofworkingdirectly intheorthogonalcomple-
ment of a large number of eigenvectors, e.g. all those associated with the eigenvalues
in the range [μ f , λmax]. Obviously, there is some compromise to achieve, in the sense
that a very small value of μ f will minimize the number of inverse iterations but will
increase strongly the computational efforts in the Chebyshev filtering step.

2.5 SlidingWindow

The original version of the BlockCGSI algorithm computes a fixed number s of
approximated eigenvectors associated to the s smallest eigenvalues in the iteration
matrix. The difficulty when choosing the parameter s is that we do not know a priori
the distribution of the eigenvalues, and consequently howmany eigenvalues we need
approximate to reduce substantially the condition number. A too small block size s
can lead to a non effective improvement in the convergence rate of the iterative solver
in the following runs, whereas a too large block size s may induce unnecessary extra
computational work. To circumvent this problem, we have included the possibility of
enlarging the size of the near-invariant subspace along with the inverse iterations, as
wellaschangingtheblocksizeswheneverappropriate.Theideais tostart thealgorithm
with a block size s determined only on the basis of computer aspects like, for instance,
the efficiencyofLevel-3BLAS [14] internal kernels (used in theBlockCGalgorithm),
or thememory requirements. Then, when computing theRitz values and checking the
invariance of the Ritz vectors, at the end of each inverse iteration, we can decide how
to adapt effectively the actual number of approximated eigenvectors.
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Inpractice,whenoneormoreof the s Ritzvectors in thecurrent setV (k) aredetected
as near-invariant, these vectors are moved to the set of converged vectors W (k) (step
viii of Algorithm 1), and there remains open the choice of incorporating new vectors
to replace these ones to form the current block of s working vectors V (k), or to reduce
the block size s (step xi ofAlgorithm1). Incorporating newvectors is appropriate until
the approximated eigenvalues cover a sufficiently large interval [0, μ] for an effective
reduction of the condition number.When this target ismet, it is then possible to reduce
theblocksizes untilall thetargetedRitzvectorshaveconverged.Howeverifwedetecta
gap in theactual rangeof theapproximatedeigenvalues, it canalsobeuseful tokeep the
blocksizeunchangedandtomakeuseof theextravectors toaccelerate theconvergence
of the targeted ones in the inverse iteration. Effectively, with the sliding window the
convergence rategivenby (2) is nowproportional toλ j/λp+s+1,where p is thenumber
of converged Ritz vectors.

Another issuein thisalgorithmcomesfromthefact that thesolutionof thelinearsys-
tems in each inverse iteration are not obtainedwith high accuracy. Indeed, our purpose
is to stop the blockCG as soon as possible. Consequently, it can happen that some of
the Ritz values converge first to internal eigenvalues, before the smaller ones are actu-
ally discovered. In this case, someof the already convergedRitz vectorsmay appear as
not enough invariant after the discovery of the extreme eigenvalues, and it may there-
fore be necessary to enlarge the block size s and refine furthermore these vectors. This
risk of seeing internal eigenvalues coming first is the reason why it is important to
systematically incorporate the assumed converged vectors W (k−1) when recomputing
the Ritz pairs (step iv of Algorithm 1). This is the only way to ensure the appropriate
redistributionof theeigencomponentswithineachapproximateeigenvector in the long
run.

The update of the computational window is mentioned at step xi of algorithm 1.
The operation that consists in introducing new vectors, after a set of �Ritz vectors has
converged, is detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Incorporate New Vectors

Inputs: A, M = RT R ∈ IRn×n, V (k) ∈ IRn×(s−�)μ f , λmax ∈ IR, � ∈ IN
Begin

a) P =RANDOM(n, �)

b) P = Q	 such that QT Q = I�×�

c) P = Chebyshev-Filter(Q, ξ, [μ f , λmax], A, R)
d) Q = R−1P	 such that QT M Q = I�×�

e) P = Q − W (k)W (k)T
M Q

f) V (k) = [V (k) P]
End

Itbeginsbygeneratingrandomlythenewvectorsandfilteringthem,asinthestarting
stepsof theBlockCGSIalgorithm(steps a, b andc).After that thevectors areprojected
intheM-orthogonalcomplementoftheconvergedones(stepdande),inordertoremove
thecorrespondenteigencomponents.Theremainingoperations(stepf)adjusttheblock
size s with respect to the current set of working vectors V (k).
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3 Convergence Analysis

TheBlockCGSI algorithm involves two iterative loops: thefirst, thatwe also denote as
the outer iteration, at step 6 corresponds to the inverse iteration, and the second loop,
or inner iteration, is in the call to the blockCG algorithm (at step i in Algorithm 1) for
the iterative solution of the linear systemwithmultiple right-hand sides, M−1 AZ (k) =
V (k−1).Thesetwoiterationslevelsrequireeachsomespecificstoppingcriterioninorder
to monitor the convergence of the algorithm. Sections3.1 and 3.2 are devoted to and
analyze some properties associated with these aspects. In Sect. 3.3, we propose a way
to link the monitoring of the convergence in the inner loop with the measure of the
convergence in the outer loop.

3.1 Subspace Inverse Iteration (OuterLoop)

At each inverse iteration (k) inAlgorithm1, the blockCGalgorithm solves the s linear
systems M−1Az(k)

j = v(k−1)
j , j = 1, . . . , s, where thematrix A is preconditionedwith

asymmetricandpositivedefinitepreconditioner,M = RT R.Thesymmetrizedsystem
can be written as usual as

R−T AR−1Rz(k)
j = Rv(k−1)

j ⇐⇒ Ãz̃(k)
j = ṽ(k−1)

j , j = 1, . . . , s. (5)

where Ã = R−T AR−1R, z̃ j = Rz j and ṽ j = Rv j .Forsimplicitywewillomittorepeat
that j varies from 1 to s. We will consider that the subscript j refers to the position of
the correspondent eigenvalue in the current working set. The superscript (k) denotes
the inverse iteration number, and the tilde refers to the symmetrized system (5).

Theouter iterationproduces a sequenceofRitz vectors ṽ(1)
j , ṽ(2)

j , . . . , ṽ(k)
j , that con-

verge to the eigenvector ũ j = Ru j corresponding to the eigenvalue λ j of both matri-
ces Ã and A. At the outer iteration (k), the vectors ṽ(k)

j are orthonormal, while the

vectors v(k)
j (columns of matrix V (k), in step vii of Algorithm 1) are M-orthonormal.

The corresponding Ritz values (diagonal elements of the matrix Δ(k)) are given by
δ j

(k) = v j
(k)T

Av(k)
j = ṽ(k)T

j Ãṽ(k)
j .

As we have seen in Sect. 2, we can evaluate indirectly the error angle (between v j

and the corresponding eigenvector u j ) through themeasure

|| Ãṽ(k)
j − δ

(k)
j ṽ(k)

j ||2
||ṽ(k)

j ||2
= ||M−1Av(k)

j − δ
(k)
j v(k)

j ||M . (6)

Dividing(6)byδ
(k)
j (asanapproximationofλ j )weobtaina relative invariancemeasure

that is used in step viii of Algorithm 1 to decide if a Ritz vector v(k)
j has converged or

not, as for instance when
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||M−1Av(k)
j − δ

(k)
j v(k)

j ||M

δ
(k)
j

≤ εouter, (7)

if a certain toleranceεouter is enough.Since εouter is fixed, the error anglewill be smaller
for the Ritz vectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues because, in these cases,
the invariancemeasure (6) will be divided by a smaller values δ j .We use the stopping
criterion (7) because, as we will see in Sect. 5, the Ritz vectors are used to improve
the convergence of the CG algorithm, and this measure of near-invariance in the Ritz
vectors is indeed very appropriate in that respect. Note also that (7) is also used in the
same context by [11].

3.2 TheBlockCGIteration (InnerLoop)

The block Conjugate Gradient (blockCG) algorithm under concern is a numerically
stable variant [3] that avoids the numerical problems that can occur when some of the
s systems are about to converge. It solves simultaneously the s linear systems from
Eq. (5). For each system, j = 1, .., s, it produces a sequence of vectors z̃[i]

j , giving,

after convergence, the approximate solution z̃(k)
j used in the kth inverse iteration,

z̃[1]
j , z̃[2]

j , . . . , z̃[i]
j → z̃(k)

j , (8)

where the superscript [i] stands for the blockCG (inner) iteration number.
The residual vector associated with each iterate z̃[i]

j is

r̃ [i]
j = ṽ(k−1)

j − Ãz̃[i]
j . (9)

We also introduce another vector which we will use to measure the proximity of the
current iterate z̃[i]

j from the corresponding eigenvector ũ j ,

S̃[i]
j = Ãz̃[i]

j − δ̃
[i]
j z̃[i]

j = ṽ(k−1)
j − δ̃

[i]
j z̃[i]

j − r̃ [i]
j , (10)

where δ̃
[i]
j = z̃[i]T

j Ãz̃[i]
j /z̃[i]T

j z̃[i]
j = δ

[i]
j is the Rayleigh quotient corresponding to the

current iterate z̃[i]
j . The error measure (6) applied on the symmetrized system, at each

inner iteration [i], yields

||S̃[i]
j ||2

||z̃[i]
j ||2

= ||ṽ j
(k−1) − δ

[i]
j z̃[i]

j − r̃ [i]
j ||2

||z̃[i]
j ||2

. (11)

Additionally, ifwestart theblockCGiterationwith z̃[0]
j = 0,ateachiterationthecurrent

residual r̃ [i]
j remains orthogonal to both ṽ j

(k−1) (the right-hand side) and z̃[i]
j (linear
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combinationof the currentKrylovvectors). Thus, r̃ [i]T
j (ṽ j

(k−1) − δ
[i]
j z̃[i]

j ) = 0, andwe
canwrite

||ṽ j
(k−1) − δ

[i]
j z̃[i]

j − r̃ [i]
j ||22 = ||ṽ j

(k−1) − δ
[i]
j z̃[i]

j ||22 + ||r̃ [i]
j ||22. (12)

Finally, if we translate the previous properties to the non-symmetrized system,

||M−1Az[i]
j − δ

[i]
j z[i]

j ||M

||z[i]
j ||M

=
√√√√ ||v(k−1)

j − δ
[i]
j z[i]

j ||2M
||z[i]

j ||2M
+ ||r [i]

j ||2M
||z[i]

j ||2M
def=

√
φ

[i]
j

2 + ω
[i]
j
2
, (13)

wherewecansee that the reductionof the invarianceof each iterate z[i]
j during the inner

loopdependsontherelativeresidualmeasureω
[i]
j = ||r [i]

j ||M/||z[i]
j ||M andonthevalue

φ
[i]
j = ||v(k−1)

j − δ
[i]
j z[i]

j ||M/||z[i]
j ||M .

Even ifweexpect that thebackwarderrormeasureω
[i]
j will decreasedown toa level

ofsmallmagnitude, thevalueofφ[i]
j ismore likely tostagnateonahigher level,depend-

ing on the proximity of the right-hand side v(k−1)
j from the correspondent eigenvector

u j .Therefore,theboundin(13)canbedominatedbythevalueofφ[i]
j ,andlittleimprove-

ment on the global convergence of the algorithm can be expected by further iterations
in the blockCG.

Wenow investigate the asymptotic behavior ofφ[i]
j , assuming that z[i]

j actually con-

verges to z∗
j = A−1Mv(k−1)

j . Let us first introduce the asymptotic limit of theRayleigh

quotient δ[i]
j , δ∗

j = 〈z∗
j , v(k−1)

j 〉
M

/||z∗
j ||2M , and the angle θ j in the M-norm between z∗

j

and v(k−1)
j , whose cosine is given by

cos(θ j ) = 〈z∗
j , v(k−1)

j 〉
M

||z∗
j ||M ||v(k−1)

j ||M

= δ∗
j ||z∗

j ||M . (14)

As a consequence of theM-orthonormalization of v(k−1)
j , we can write

sin(θ j ) = ||v(k−1)
j − δ∗

j z∗
j ||M , (15)

which is also the asymptotic limit of ||v(k−1)
j − δ

[i]
j z[i]

j ||M . Consequently, the asym-

ptotic limit of the component φ[i]
j in (13) is

φ
[i]
j −−−→

i→∞
sin(θ j )

||z∗
j ||M

= δ∗
j tan(θ j ). (16)
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We can see that the asymptotic limit ofφ[i]
j depends only on the two vectors v(k−1)

j and

z∗
j = A−1Mv(k−1)

j . It is also clear that, if v(k−1)
j is close to an eigenvector, the angle θ j

shouldbeverysmall, aswellas thecorrespondingasymptotic limitofφ[i]
j .With respect

to the bound in (13), this allows more room for decreasing the backward error ω
[i]
j in

the blockCG iteration. The strategy suggested by this analysis is to decrease the value
of the stopping criterion in the blockCG(inner loop) alongwith the convergence of the
inverse iteration (outer loop). This basic idea is further developed in the next section.

3.3 StoppingCriterion for theBlockCG

The stopping criterion for the blockCG defines the approximation degree of z̃(k) ≈
Ã−1ṽ(k−1)

j orequivalentlyof z(k) ≈ A−1Mv(k−1)
j . Its choice iscrucialbecausedemand-

ing a high accuracy can lead to a great amount of unnecessary extra work, whereas an
insufficient level of accuracy in the solution may deteriorate the convergence rate of
the inverse iteration (given by (2)).

Wepropose tomonitoronly theconvergenceof the iterates z[i]
1 , corresponding to the

smallestRitzvalueδ
(k−1)
1 in theprevious inverse iteration. Ingeneral, this systemneeds

more computational efforts to be solved accurately. As we have seen in the previous
section, the relative residual in the inner loop is given by

ω
[i]
1 = ||v(k−1)

1 − M−1Az[i]
1 ||M

||z[i]
1 ||M

, (17)

and is readily available in the blockCG iteration (see [3]). Notice also thatω[i]
1 is very

close to the usual Rigal–Gaches [15] backward error measure

||v(k−1)
1 − M−1Az[i]

1 ||M

||z[i]
1 ||M + 1

,

using the fact that theM-normof thecurrent right-handsidev(k−1)
1 equals1, andassum-

ing that the 2-norm of the preconditionedmatrix M−1A is close to one.
Intheouter loop,wemonitor theaccuracyoftheapproximatedeigenvectors through

the relative invariance, as indicated in (6) and (7).At inverse iteration (k − 1), we con-
sider that a Ritz vector v(k−1)

j has converged when

||M−1Av(k−1)
j − δ

(k−1)
j v(k−1)

j ||M

δ
(k−1)
j

≤ εouter. (18)
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In order to satisfy (18) in the current inverse iteration (k), the stopping criterion in the
blockCG is set as

ω
[i]
1 ≤ εinner, with εinner = εouterδ

(k−1)
1 , (19)

where δ
(k−1)
1 is the smallest of the Ritz values corresponding to current set of non

converged Ritz vectors. This stopping criterion is based on the decomposition (13),
assuming thatφ[i]

1 is not dominant and that thevalueofw[i]
1 governs the absolute invari-

ancemeasure in the inner iteration.This is surely the casewhen theRitzvectorv(k−1)
1 is

close to an eigenvector because, in this case, the value of tan(θ1) should be small. This
can even occur at the first inverse iteration because the starting vectors are previously
filtered with Chebyshev based polynomials. A second assumption, implicit in (19), is
that the inner invariancemeasure,givenbyEq. (13),willbeclose to theouter invariance
measure,givenbyEq.(6).Thiscanbejustifiedfromthetheoreticalanalysisgivenin[1],
which shows that the Ritz vectors V (k) actually converge to the solution vectors Z (k)

at the same rate of convergence of these Z (k) vectors to the set of targeted eigenvectors
(see Sect. 2).

Under theseassumptions, the idea in (19) is toachieveagiven toleranceεouter in (18)
whileminimizing thenumberofblockCGiterations.Notealso that thestrategy(19) for
thestoppingcriterionisinagreementwithotheranalysisoftheinexactinverseiteration,
like for instance in [8, 10, 12], where it is suggested to use a decreasing value for the
inner tolerance εinner. This is the case, indeed, in (19) since the value of δ

(k)
1 decreases

gradually toward λ1 along with the convergence of the outer iteration.
As we have seen in Sect. 3.2, when φ

[i]
1 has reached its stagnation level defined

in(16), theboundin(13)isthendominatedbythisasymptoticvalue,andthereisnoneed
to decrease any further the value of ω

[i]
1 . No more improvements on v(k)

1 with respect
to u1 might be expected, and it is better to stop the blockCG iteration and to launch the
next inverse iteration. This strategy is very close to the one proposed in [13] and, in
some way, to the one also proposed in [11], because the stagnation of φ[i]

1 implies the
stagnation of ||z[i]

1 ||M which is the basic argument used in this article to monitor the
convergence.

The risk of havingω
[i]
1 much smaller thanφ

[i]
1 during the blockCG iterations is also

limitedwithacloser toleranceεouter not too small, like for instance10−1 or10−2.These
values are in general enough for the purpose of building a near-invariant subspace for
preconditioning the solution of consecutive linear systems with the same coefficient
matrix. However, if one is interested in computing an accurate invariant subspace,
the inner threshold parameter εinner in (19) should be set to the maximum between
εouterδ

(k−1)
1 and the asymptotic value of φ

[i]
1 in (16). From the analysis in 3.2, this is

indeed themaximum level of accuracy that it is reasonable to achieve in each blockCG
run. Do not forget also that alongwith the convergence of the Ritz vectors towards the
corresponding eigenvectors, the asymptotic value of φ[i]

1 in (16) tends to zero propor-
tionally to the tangent of the angle θ j . Because of that, it is ensured that after some
appropriate number of inverse (outer) iteration, themaximumbetween εouterδ

(k−1)
1 and

this asymptotic value of φ[i]
1 will always remain the first of these two, and the targeted

accuracy in the inverse iteration can then be expected to be achieved afterward.
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Table 1 Basic operations counts in BlockCGSI algorithm

Operation Size Flops Symbol BLAS level

x = RANDOM n 3n CR AN D –

y←yT x n 2n CDOT 1

y←y + σ x n 2n CAX PY 1

y = Ax n 2nnz(A) − n CA 2

x = M−1y n 4nnz(R) − 2n CM 2

C←C + σ V B n×s 2s2n CG E M M 3

P = Q R n×s 2s2n CO RT H O(s) 1

4 Operations Counts

The precomputation of the basis W of a near-invariant subspace with the BlockCGSI
algorithm,hasacostwhichwedenotebyCBCGSI .Forafixedaccuracy,thiscostdepends
essentially on thedimensionq of thebasisW andon someworkingparameters like the
block size s, the filtering level ξ and the cut-off filtering valueμ f . To be effective, the
gains obtained in the accelerationof the convergenceof the classicalConjugateGradi-
entalgorithmmustcover theextracost for thecomputationof this spectral information.
InTable1wepresent thecosts infloatingpoint operations (flops) associatedwith some
basic operations performed in theBlockCGSI algorithm, aswell as the corresponding
BLAS level. The computational cost of each part inAlgorithm1will be expressed as a
function of these basic operations.We denote the computational cost of one operation
O P by the symbolCO P , like for instanceCA that is the cost of on sparsematrix-vector
product, where the number of non-zeros elements of A is given by nnz(A). As men-
tioned before, a first level of left preconditioner M is also used, which purpose is to
cluster the spectrum of our iteration matrix. The cost of the multiplication of a vector
by M−1 is represented by CM . Since, M is constructed in our experiments by means
of the IncompleteCholesky factorization or Jacobi scaling, its cost can be estimated as
mentioned inTable1,where nnz(R) is the number of nonzero elements in the factor R
from the Incomplete Cholesky or Jacobi factorization.

In the beginning of the BlockCGSI algorithm, we apply the Chebyshev filtering
polynomial in A to bring the set of s randomgenerated vectors V (0) near the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues. The cost of one Chebyshev iteration is
CC H E BY ≈ sCA + sCM + 3sCAX PY .Additionally, the startingvectors are orthonor-
malized before the filtering step andM-orthonormalized after. The computation of the
starting vectors has a total cost given by

CSTART ≈ sCRAND + 2CORTHO(s) + s

2
CM + ChebIt × CCHEBY , (20)

where ChebIt is the total number of Chebyshev filtering iterations.
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TheQRiteration represents themostexpensivestep inAlgorithm1in termsofcom-
putational cost. It consists of the iterative solutionof the systemwith s right-hand sides
using the stabilized blockCGsolver. The cost of each inner iteration in the blockCG is:

CbCG ≈ sCA + sCM + 3CG E M M + 2CO RT H O(s). (21)

After the blockCG run, the solution vectors Z (k) are projected onto theM-orthogonal
complement of the converged Ritz vectors W (k−1) (of dimension p, that varies from 0
to q − 1), and are M-orthonormalized. The estimation of the operations count corre-
sponding to the steps included in theQR iteration at each inverse iteration resumes in:

CQ R ≈ bCGIt(k) × CbCG + sCP RO J (p) + CO RT H O(s) + CM , (22)

wherebCGIt(k) isthenumberofblockCGinneriterationsperformedatinverseitera-
tion (k), andwhereCP RO J (p) = CM + pCDOT + CAX PY .Thecostof theQRiteration
cannot be determined a priori, because the parametersbCGIt(k) and p change from
one inverse iteration to the other in a non-deterministic way. Therefore, we trace their
actual values as the algorithm progresses, andwe compute the total number of flops at
theend.Weproceed in thesameway in theRitzaccelerationwith thesizeof Q(k), given
by s + p. The cost of one Ritz acceleration is given by

CRI T Z ≈ (s + p)CA + 2(s + p)2CDOT + 5(s + p)3, (23)

where 5(s + p)3 is the cost corresponding to the spectral decomposition of thematrix
βk at step vi in Algorithm 1.

The amount of work to update the computational window is induced by the con-
vergence test, Eqs. (6) and (7), and by the incorporation of the new vectors (see Algo-
rithm 2). If we maintain the same block size s, the � converged vectors are replaced
in the computational window by � new vectors. After these new vectors are filtered
andM-orthonormalized, as donewith the initial set of starting vectors, they are finally
projected onto theM-orthogonal complement of the converged ones. The cost of these
steps is then given by

CU P D AT E ≈ CI N V + �CR AN D + ChebIt × CC H E BY +
2CO RT H O(�) + �

2
CM + �CP RO J (p),

(24)

where
CI N V ≈ 2(s + p)CM + (s + p)CAX PY + 2(s + p)CDOT (25)

is the cost spent when testing the invariance of all the Ritz vectors.
Finally, the estimate of the total number of floating point operations performed in

the BlockCGSI algorithm, over all the inverse iterations InvIt, is

CBCGSI ≈ CST ART + InvIt × (CQ R + CRI T Z + CU P D AT E ). (26)
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5 Exploiting the Spectral Information

Oncethenear-invariantsubspacelinkedtothesmallesteigenvaluesofthelinearsystem
isobtained,wecanuseit forsolvinganysystemwiththesamecoefficientmatrix, taking
advantage of this spectral information to remove the effect of the poor conditioning.
An overview of techniques that exploit this idea to improve the convergence of the
ConjugateGradient canbe found, for instance, in [6].Here,wesummarize twoof these
techniques based on the same approach, i.e. building a spectral projector that enables
to work in the orthogonal complement of the invariant subspace corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalues.

5.1 DeflatedStartingGuess

One of the possible methods is to compute a starting guess, by means of an oblique
projection of the initial residual (r (0) = M−1b − M−1Ax (0)) onto the near-invariant
subspace associated with the eigenvalues in the range ]0, μ[, to get the corresponding
eigencomponents in the system solution:

r (1) = r (0) − M−1AWΔ−1W T Mr (0),

and x (1) = x (0) + WΔ−1W T Mr (0),

whereW andΔare thematricesof theq convergedRitzvectorsandvalues,obtainedby
theBlockCGSIalgorithmonthepreconditionedmatrixM−1 A.Tocomputetheremain-
ing part x (2) of the exact solution vector x∗ = x (1) + x (2), we can solve M−1Ax (2) =
r (1) with the Conjugate Gradient algorithm.

In practice, as x (0) = 0 we run the Conjugate Gradient to solve M−1Ax = M−1b
starting from the deflated component of the solution

x (1) = WΔ−1W T b. (27)

With this initial starting guess, we expect that the CG will converge to the remaining
part of the solution very quickly, since the difficulties caused by the smallest eigen-
values have been swallowed, and the eigenvalues bounds are given by μ and λmax, as
explained in [16]. In thisway, theConjugateGradient should reach linear convergence
immediately [17].Forclarity,wewill call Init- CG thealgorithmcorresponding toCG
with a starting guess obtained with deflation.

5.2 Spectral LowRankUpdate (SLRU)Preconditioner

Anotherwayofexploitingspectralinformationfromthecoefficientmatrixistoperform
adeflationateachCGiteration,insteadofjustatthebeginning.Thisapproach,proposed
in [7], is called Spectral LowRankUpdate (SLRU) preconditioning.
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The computation of the solution of the preconditioned system M−1Ax = M−1b is
obtained bymeans of the CG algorithm applied to an equivalent system M̂ Ax = M̂b,
where the preconditioner M̂ is given by

M̂ = M−1 + WΔ−1W T . (28)

In this case M and M̂ are also called the first and second level of preconditioning. The
preconditioner M̂ will shift the smallest eigenvalues in the coefficient matrix M−1A
close to one (see [7]). In some cases, it can be useful to shift the smallest eigenvalues
close to some predetermined value λ (with λ = λmax , for instance), in which case the
spectral preconditioner should be set to

M̂ = M−1 + λWΔ−1W T .

This isnotuseful inour test problem,because the spectrumispreviouslyclusterednear
onewith the first level of preconditioning M . In the following,wewill callSLRU- CG
to the algorithm corresponding to the preconditioned Conjugate Gradient with SLRU
as preconditioner.

5.3 PraticalConsiderations

We first consider operations count. As in Sect. 4, we assume that q � n so that we
neglect terms not containing n, (q is the dimension of the near-invariant basis W ).

Inaddition to thesparsematrix-vectorproductwith A ateach iteration, theCGitera-
tion addmerely twodot-products,DOT, and three vector updates,AXPY(seeSect. 4).

The algorithms Init- CG andSLRU- CGperformboth an oblique projection of the
initial residualonto thenear-invariantbasisW ofsizeq, involvingthepre-computation
of WΔ−1W T b, where Δ = W T AW is the Ritz matrix computed on step vi of Algo-
rithm 1. The cost of its inversion is not significant becausewe consider it as a diagonal
matrix. We note that Δ−1 is stored jointly with the basis W . In the scheme SLRU-
CG, the multiplication with the preconditioner M̂ also implies an oblique projection
WΔ−1W T r (k) at each iteration (see Eq. (28)). This projection can be done using com-
mon level 2 BLAS operations [18] with a total cost roughly equal to

CProj ≈ 4 (p + 1) n. (29)

InTable2,we indicate the total cost infloating-point operations for each algorithm,
with an initial cost, andacost per iteration.Oneof themajordifferencesbetween Init-
CG and SLRU- CG is that SLRU- CG uses the projection operator WΔ−1W T at each
iteration, whereas Init- CG does exploit this only at the beginning (for computing a
startingvector x (1), seeformula(27)).Anyway, thisalsocontributes tobetternumerical
stability in the convergence process of SLRU- CG.
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Table 2 Cost in floating-point operations for different methods

The cost in floating-point operations

At the beginning At each iteration

CG CA + CM + − + − CA + CM + 3CAX PY + 2CDOT + −
Init- CG CA + CM + CProj + – CA + CM + 3CAX PY + 2CDOT + –

SLRU- CG CA + CM + CProj + – CA + CM + 3CAX PY + 2CDOT + CProj

Let us briefly examine the memory requirements of these two acceleration tech-
niques. In comparison with the CG algorithm, the Init- CG and SLRU- CG schemes
require about the sameamount of extra storage, of ordern(q + 1), to storeW , thebasis
ofthenear-invariantsubspace(Ritzvectors),anddiag(Δ) thecorrespondingRitzVec-
tors.

6 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we report on some numerical experiments concerning the computa-
tionof the spectral information associatedwith the smallest eigenvalues of a precondi-
tionedmatrix M−1A.Wealso include someexperiments concerning theuseof thepre-
computed spectral information to improve the consecutive solution of linear systems
with the same coefficientmatrix asmentioned in Sect. 5. Theses aspects are illustrated
on a test matrix coming from the 2D heterogeneous diffusion equation in a L shape
region, discretized by finite elements, with size n = 7969. Another application of the
BlockCGSI algorithm to a larger problem can be found in [19].

We also precondition the resulting linear system with Jacobi scaling or classical
Incomplete Cholesky (see Table3).

We divide the experiments in two parts, the first one concerns themonitoring of the
BlockCGSI algorithm discussed in Sect. 3 and the second concerns the improvement
of the convergence of the CG algorithmwith the pre-computed spectral information.

Table 3 Properties of the test matrix M−1A with two different preconditioners

Preconditioner λmin λmax # eigs. below μ = nnz nnz n

1e − 3 5e − 3 1e − 2 R A

Jacobi 3.07e − 09 2.08 2 9 18 7969 55131 7969

IC(0) 1.66e − 08 1.55 2 2 3 31550
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6.1 Monitoring theSubspace Iteration

In Fig. 1, we show the convergence behavior of the inner invariancemeasure

||M−1Az[i]
1 − δ

[i]
1 z[i]

1 ||M

||z[i]
1 ||M

, (30)

which isdirectly relatedwith thevaluesofω1 andφ1 asevidenced in (13).The twoplots
inFig. 1illustratethebehaviorofthesethreevaluesintheblockCGrunatthefirstinverse
iteration (k = 1). The first plot corresponds to the case of non filtered starting vectors,
and the second one to the case of starting vectors filteredwith a level ξ = 1e − 2 and a
cut-off valueμ f = 5e − 3.

We can observe the effect of the Chebyshev filtering of the starting vectors, which
helps tomake the value ofφ1 much smaller thanwhat it can bewith a randomly gener-
ated initial set of vectors. The direct consequence is thatω1 then becomes a goodmea-
sure of the inner invariancemeasure (30), even at the very beginning of the algorithm.
Additionally, the filtering of the starting vectors changes the convergence behavior of
the blockCG, because the filtered right-hand sides havemore favorable spectral prop-
erties. It also enables to decrease substantially the asymptotic value of φ1 in the first
inverse iteration, allowing a larger range of values for the choice of the threshold εinner
in the blockCG,which is a desirable feature for the algorithmas discussed in Sect. 3.3.

InFig. 2weplot the evolutionof the invariancemeasure (6) of theRitz vector v1 as a
function of the number of inverse iterations.We compare two different inner stopping
criteriawith the exact inverse iteration. The lozenge curve corresponds to the stopping
criteria (19), thecircles curvecorresponds to stop the inner iterationwhenω1 < φ1 and
thecirclescurvecorrespondstotheexactcase(performedbytheCholeskyfactorization
of the coefficient matrix). We can observe in Fig. 2 that the proposed inner stopping
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Fig. 1 Correlation between the inner invariancemeasure (30),ω1 andφ1, in the blockCGwith block
size 4, and at the first subspace iteration. The test matrix is preconditioned with Jacobi scaling
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Fig. 2 Invariance of the Ritz
vector v1 over the number of
outer iterations
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criteria force the invariance to decrease until the targeted tolerance is reached, which
occurat the4th inverse iteration.Stopping theblockCGwhenω1 < φ1 enables to reach
thesamebehaviorasintheexactcase,whichisinagreementwiththeanalysisdeveloped
in Sect. 3.2.

In Table4, we present both the total number of inner and outer iterations in the
BlockCGSI algorithm(seeAlgorithm1) to compute anear-invariant subspace associ-
atedwith all eigenvalues in the range ]0, μ[. The requested relative invariance in these
approximated eigenvectors was set to εouter = 10−1, with respect to the convergence
criterionfor theouter loopgivenbyEq. (18),and thestoppingcriterionfor theblockCG
setaccordinglyas in(19).The totalnumberof inverse iterations is indicatedbyInvIt,
and thevalueofbCGItdenotes the sumofall the iterationsperformedby theblockCG
solver in the given BlockCGSI run. The Chebyshev iterations count, ChebIt, incor-
porates all the Chebyshev iterations spent when filtering the starting vectors, as well
as when incorporating new vectors during update of the computational window (see
Algorithm 2). Finally, we also include the total number of floating point operations
performed by the BlockCGSI algorithm (CBCGSI ), in millions (Mflops), computed
as in (26).We varied the filtering level from ξ = 1e − 6 to ξ = 1e − 16, including the
case of no filtering. The block size was chosen to illustrate these cases, e.g. when it is
below, equal or greater than the targeted number of eigenvectors (q). The two cut-off
values of the filtering stepμ f correspond to the cases when it is greater or equal to the
principal cut-off valueμ in Algorithm 1.

Theresults inTable4showthat thealgorithmmanagestocomputethetargetedspec-
tral information independently of the choice of the block size s.Of course, it is optimal
when s is correlated to the actual number of eigenvalues (q) in the range ]0, μ[. In
this case, all the iterations counts are minimized as well as the total number of opera-
tions.With larger block sizes s, the algorithmbenefits from the“guard vectors” effect
(see Sect. 2), and the number of inverse iterations are reduced. A greater block size
also improves the convergence of the blockConjugateGradient. For these reasons, the
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Table 4 Iteration and operation counts as a function of the filtering level ξ

Filter level ξ μ = 1.0e − 3 (2 eigenvalues)

s = 2, μ f = 1.0e − 2 s = 5, μ f = 1.0e − 2

InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops

– 6 240 – 138 2 177 – 469

1e − 6 2 170 105 131 2 98 105 347

1e − 8 2 139 138 125 2 67 138 294

1e − 10 2 109 171 119 2 50 171 278

1e − 12 2 80 205 114 2 26 205 245

1e − 14 2 53 238 110 2 10 238 230

1e − 16 2 35 275 120 2 9 275 256

Filter level ξ μ = 5.0e − 2 (9 eigenvalues)

s = 5, μ f = 1.0e − 2 s = 9, μ f = 1.0e − 2

InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops

– 29 432 – 1347 14 247 – 2033

1e − 6 10 119 630 1333 2 65 105 661

1e − 8 4 69 414 777 2 41 138 530

1e − 10 3 51 342 572 2 23 171 444

1e − 12 3 27 410 595 2 6 205 367

1e − 14 3 11 476 636 2 3 238 387

1e − 16 3 10 542 715 1 3 271 436

Matrix preconditioned with Jacobi scaling

Filter level ξ μ = 1.0e − 2 (3 eigenvalues)

s = 3, μ f = 1.0e − 1 s = 5, μ f = 1.0e − 1

InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops

– 6 96 – 148 4 73 – 243

1e − 6 6 75 28 143 2 44 28 180

1e − 8 6 63 37 134 2 35 37 165

1e − 10 6 53 46 127 2 27 46 153

1e − 12 3 35 55 99 2 19 55 140

1e − 14 3 27 64 96 2 12 64 128

1e − 16 2 19 75 88 1 10 73 130

Filter level ξ μ = 3.0e − 2 (9 eigenvalues)

s = 5, μ f = μ s = 9, μ f = μ

InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops InvIt bCGIt ChebIt Mflops

– 30 191 – 907 17 118 – 1310

1e − 6 4 41 104 358 2 25 52 351

1e − 8 3 20 138 352 2 11 69 274

1e − 10 3 12 170 390 1 3 85 235

1e − 12 3 6 204 434 1 3 102 275

1e − 14 2 4 236 450 1 1 118 295

1e − 16 2 4 270 556 1 1 135 335

Matrix preconditioned with I C(0)
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increase of s does not necessarily imply an increase of the total amount ofwork.When
the block size is smaller than q, the “sliding window” feature enables to obtain at any
rate all the targeted vectors. Our experiments also show that the final number of con-
verged vectors can exceed the actual number of eigenvalues in the range ]0, μ[when
the block size is not equal to this number.

Aswe can observe in Table4, the filtering of the newvectorswithChebyshev poly-
nomialscanimprovequitealot theefficiencyoftheBlockCGSIalgorithm.Asthefilter-
ing level ξ decreases, the number of inverse iterations is reduced because the resulting
filtered vectors get closer to a near-invariant subspace, and the stagnation level of φ j

becomes much lower (see also Fig. 1). This also gives room for larger decrease of the
inner invariance (30) at each inverse iteration. When the block size s is equal to the
number q of eigenvalues in ]0, μ[, the convergence can be reached with a minimum
number of inverse iterations (InvIt = 1 for instance). The number of blockCG iter-
ations is also reduced because of the better spectral properties of the right-hand sides.
Obviously,decreasing thefiltering levelξ also increases thenumberofChebyshev iter-
ations in the filtering process. In that respect, there is a compromise to reach in terms
of total computational cost. The optimal value of ξ , thatminimizes this computational
work (Mflops), also depends on the other filtering parameterμ f , and on the number
oftargetedeigenvaluesq.Wehaveobservedthat it isbetter ingeneral totakethevalueof
the initial filtering parameterμ f not too largewith respect to the actual boundμon the
range of targeted eigenvalues, and also that when the number of targeted eigenvalues
is small, a good filtering level ξ is indicated.

6.2 Improving theCGConvergence

Based on the pre-computed spectral information, we can improve the convergence of
the CG algorithm. To illustrate this, we have solved the two tests systems with both
Init- CG or SLRU- CG. In Fig. 3, we plot the backward error

ρ(i) = ||M−1r (i)||M

||M−1r (0)||M
= ||R−T r (i)||2

||R−T r (0)||2 , (31)

normally used in the preconditioned Conjugate Gradient, where r (i) = b − Ax (i).
Theresultsshowtheeffectivenessof theuseof thespectral informationtoreducethe

total number of iterations.When the system is preconditionedwith Jacobi scaling (see
plotsonthetopofFig. 3), theinitialconditionnumber,oforder108,canevenbereduced
totheorderof103 ≈ λmax/μwiththeuseof thefirst twovectorsassociatedwiththetwo
smallest eigenvalues only.With the use of a larger number ofRitz vectors, the reduced
conditionnumberismaintainedtoaboutthesamelevel,andjustlittleimprovementscan
beexpectedintheconvergencerateof theCGalgorithm.WiththeIncompleteCholesky
preconditioner, the number of critical eigenvalues seems also to be 2 (see plots on the
bottom of Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Convergence behavior of Init- CG andSLRU- CGwith different sizesq of the pre-computed
near-invariant subspace.Thesystemis initiallypreconditionedeitherwithJacobiscaling(top)orwith
the standard Incomplete Cholesky (bottom)

Regarding the results inFig. 3, theSLRUpreconditioner is numericallymore stable
than the deflation technique. The SLRU- CG converges linearly while the Init- CG
loosesthelinearrateofconvergencewhenreachingsmallresidualvalues(say10−6with
Jacobi preconditioner and 10−8 with I C(0)). To maintain this linear rate all through
the iterations, the spectral information needs to bemore accurate, aswe can observe in
Fig. 4. Indeed,with largervaluesfor thenumberofcorrectdigits t (seeformula(18)) the
irregularities in the rate of convergence of Init- CG are smoothed gradually. However
the cost for computing amuchmore accurate near-invariant basis can be rather large,
and it can be preferable to simply use the SLRU- CG algorithm if solutions with high
precision are needed.
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Fig. 4 Effect of the accuracy of the spectral information on the convergence behavior of Init- CG

6.3 Cost-Benefit

Wehaveproposed a technique to improve the consecutive solutions of several systems
with the same coefficient matrix but with different right-hand sides. This technique is
based on a two phase approach: we first perform a partial spectral decomposition of
the coefficient matrix M−1A with the help of BlockCGSI algorithm, and we use this
information afterward to accelerate the CG through the deflation of the starting guess
orwith a second level of preconditioning.We illustrate how the gains obtained at each
solve can reduce substantially the total computational cost in the long run.

We begin by presenting the costs in floating-point operations involved in each CG
run(seeSect. 5.3). InFig. 5,weplot thehistoryof thebackwarderrorversus thenumber
offloating-pointoperations.InthecaseofSLRU- CGalgorithm,weobservethathigher
dimension q of the near-invariant subspace does not always bring an improvement in
theconvergence.Theobliqueprojection(28)performedateach iteration is responsible
for the growth of the computationalworkwhen the dimension q gets larger. Aswe can
see on the right of Fig. 5,when q varies from3 to 20 the rate of convergence decreases,
andnogainsareobtaineddespite theeffective reductionof thenumberofCGiterations
(see Fig. 3). As opposed to that, we can observe in the case of Init- CG algorithm (left
of Fig. 5) that we always get improvements with larger values of q.

As we have seen in Sect. 4, the pre-computation of the near-invariant subspace W
has a cost, that we denote byCBCGSI , depends on the dimension of this subspace and
on some working parameters in the BlockCGSI algorithm. To be effective, the gains
obtained in theaccelerationof theconvergenceof thegiven iterative solversmust com-
pensate, in some way, the extra cost for this spectral pre-computation. In Table5, we
present the computational costsCBCGSI (inmillions of operations,Mflops) for three
different cases that correspond to different choices for the cut-off value μ. For each
one,we have computed all the q Ritz vectors corresponding to the q eigenvalues in the
range ]0, μ[. The spectral information is computed with two correct digits (t = 2) in
the case of Jacobi preconditioner, and with one digit (t = 1) in the case of I C(0).
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Fig. 5 History of the backward error as a function of the computational cost, for different sizes q of
the near-invariant subspace. The case q = 0 corresponds to the CG algorithm, for comparison

To illustrate the cost-benefits, we stop the CG iterations when the relative resid-
ual norm ρ(i) (see Eq. (31)) is below 10−8. When preconditioned with Jacobi scaling,
the Conjugate Gradient performs 478 iterations with a cost of 95 Mflops, and when
preconditioned with I C(0), 187 iterations with a cost of 55 Mflops. In this table,
we indicate the number of CG iterations (Nit), the number of floating-point opera-
tions Mflops and the number of amortization right-hand sides (Amor. rhs.), i.e.,
the number of right-hand sides that have to be considered in consecutive solves before
the extra costCBCGSI is compensated. The number of amortization right-hand sides is
given by

Amor. rhs. =
⌊ CBCGSI

CCG − CaCG

⌋
+ 1,

where CCG is the cost of CG algorithm without acceleration, and CaCG is cost of the
acceleratedCG,eitherInit- CGorSLRU- CGalgorithm.Theseinformationsaregiven
foreachcut-offvalueμ.For instance, inTable5,withJacobiscalingandμ = 4.0e − 3,
211 Mflops are needed for the spectral pre-computation, out of which the Init- CG
algorithm achieves convergence in 190 iterations and 38 Mflops, i.e. a reduction of
60% compared to the runwhich does not use this spectral information. Consequently,
the 211 extra Mflops are paid back after four consecutive accelerated solves, com-
pared to four runs of the non-accelerated CG.

Table5 shows that Init-CGandSLRU-CGconverge, ingeneral, in the samenumber
of iterations if the spectral information enough accurate. The main difference is that
SLRUdemandsmoreMflopsas thesizeof thenear-invariant subspace (q) increases.
For this reason, the number of amortization vectors (Amor. rhs) is greater with the
SLRUpreconditioner. In thecaseof thechosenstoppingthreshold(10−8), the Init- CG
approach seems to be preferable.

Insummary, thenumerical resultsdemonstrate that,whenanaccuracyoforder10−8

is required to solve linear systems in sequencewith the samematrix butwith changing
right-hand sides, the cost of pre-computationof anear-invariant subspacewithBlock-
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Table 5 Cost-benefits of CG accelerated with the spectral information

Spectral fact. Deflated x (0) SLRU prec.

μ q C BCGSI CG Amor.
rhs.

CG Amor.
rhs.

Mflops Nit Mflops Nit Mflops

Jacobi
precond.

– 0 – 478 95 – 478 95 –

1.0e − 3 2 184 227 45 4 227 63 6

4.0e − 3 5 211 190 38 4 187 71 9

5.5e − 3 9 427 176 38 8 166 84 39

I C(0)
precond.

– 0 – 187 55 – 187 55 –

1.0e − 2 3 88 89 26 4 80 33 4

2.0e − 2 5 145 79 23 5 74 35 8

3.0e − 2 9 235 75 22 8 62 37 14

CGSIalgorithmislargelycompensatedbythegainsobtainedinthelongrun.Thisisstill
more effective if afirst level of preconditioning is applied to cluster better the spectrum
of the iterationmatrix.

7 Concluding Remarks

The BlockCGSI algorithm computes a near-invariant subspace, associated with the
smallest eigenvalues in M−1A, which combines the subspace inverse iteration and a
stabilized version of the block Conjugate Gradient algorithm. The main focus in this
workwas thecontrol of theaccuracywhensolving the systemwithmultiple right-hand
sides at each inverse iteration, and the good agreement of the stopping criterionused in
the blockCG iteration with the measure of convergence of the inverse iteration itself.
Similarlytootherinexactinverseiterationanalysis(forinstance[9, 11, 20]),weanalyze
the inner-outer iteration in the blockCGSI algorithm, and we propose to measure the
residuals of the system through a Rigal–Gaches type of backward error. Thismeasure
enables the control of the absolute eigenvalue error of the inverse iteration, at the same
time that the system is solved. The control is even more effective at the first inverse
iteration if thestartingvectorsarepreviouslyfilteredwithChebyshevpolynomials.We
alsoderive anexpression, linked to theproposed residualmeasure, that indicateswhen
the inner iterationmust be stopped ifwewant to recover the same type of convergence
as in the exact inverse iteration. Based on the asymptotic behavior of this expression,
we suggest how to avoid unnecessary extra computational work in the blockCG inner
iteration.

Wealso investigated someparticular techniques, like theChebyshevfilteringof the
random generated vectors, and a form of dynamic adjustment of the dimension of the
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current subspace at each inverse iteration. The experiments indicated that Chebyshev
filtering is useful to reduce the total number of inverse and blockCG iterations, and
consecutively to reduce the total amount of work. The “sliding window” technique
is helpful to make the algorithm flexible and robust. Some of the good features of the
BlockCGSI algorithm (see Algorithm 1) also yield in the easy control of the memory
requirements as well as the a priori control of the accuracy.

Oncewehavecomputedthespectral informationassociatedwiththesmallesteigen-
values,weexperimentdifferentstrategiesforimprovingtheconsecutivesolutionoflin-
ear systemswith theConjugateGradient algorithm. In that respect,wehave focusedon
two closely related approaches: (1) deflating the eigencomponents associatedwith the
smallest eigenvalueswith an appropriate startingguess, or (2) using theSLRUprecon-
ditioner that shifts theseeigenvalues away fromzero.The latter appeared tobenumeri-
callymore stable, achieving linear convergence, evenwhen the pre-computed spectral
information was obtained with low accuracy. Nevertheless, the first approach is less
expansive in terms of computational cost, and is a preferable option if the multiples
systems are solved with a not very small stopping criterion.

Theexperiments show that, if the spectrumispreviously clustered,with thehelp for
instance of afirst level of preconditioning, the strategy is very efficient in the reduction
of the total cost of solving consecutive linear systemswith changing right-hand sides.
The extrawork needed to compute the spectral information is payed back after a small
number of consecutive solutions.

The two-phase strategy is also very effective in other applications. In previous
work [19], were it was used to accelerate the simulation of the flow around an airplane
wing,wehaveverified that the reductionof the total amountofcomputational costs can
reach 70%.
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